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What our patients were really saying

“The food was inedible most days.”
“Food was atrocious and unpalatable! 

Not fit to feed my dog.”

“Hire some chefs who know 

how to cook!”

“Hire a new nutritionist. Food was too 

heavy on carbs, sauces, water logged 

frozen vegetables, & sugars.”

“Every meal brought to me was 

unappetizing. People need good 

food to get better!”
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9th %ile

Where we started…

Nationally in Quality of Food
(1st Quarter 2016) 
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Did you know?

10M+ meals a year

1K+ employees in food & nutrition

$55M food & nutrition supplies 
purchase

Northwell is a major food company…



Disruptive Innovation
Building a foundation of excellence
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Turning hospital food from liability to asset
A Collaborative Approach  

8

Collaboration

&

Partnership



Our challenge to make things right 

Cook-Chill model
Frozen, Canned, & Fried 

Food 

Processed & 
Preservatives

Unappealing, pre-

packaged, pre-cooked 

food

Use of unhealthy 
ingredients (high fructose 
corn syrup, trans fat, etc.)

Lack of leadership 
commitment & culinary 

talent

Where we were…



Our Transformation Journey
Organizational Commitment
released 2017

Northwell Health has transformed the way we buy,

cook and serve food throughout our organization to 

support the healing and well-being of our patients,

team members and community, elevating the taste and 

quality of foods we serve. 

Key Initiatives

Northwell Healthy Choice

Chef Excellence

Education

Community 



Making National News right from the start



Procuring healthy choice ingredients: 
From processed, frozen, canned… to fresh, natural, locally sourced, & healthy

Meatless Monday’s

30% of Menus Natural Plant Based 

100% “Strauss Pasture Raised” beef –
no antibiotics or hormones, grass 
fed/grass finished American beef

Antibiotic and hormone free (ABF) 
fresh poultry 

Wild or BAP, ASC, and MSC certified 
fresh seafood

100% “Farm Promise” pork – antibiotic 
and hormone free, vegetarian fed, and 

humanly raised

Fresh vegetables instead of frozen, 
canned

Fresh, artisanal bread program –

locally baked

Healthy Choice desserts – provided by 
local bakeshop

Culturally Diverse Food Offerings

100% elimination of oil fryers from all 
Food and Nutrition Departments

80% of purchased beverages are reduced 
sugar or sugar free



Transforming 

the Culinary 

Experience

A Focus on 

Chef Talent

Our Executive Chefs come from places such as…

• The French Laundry

• Four Seasons Hotels

• Fairmont Hotels

• The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company

• The Plaza Hotel

• French Culinary Institute of New York

• And multiple Michelin Star restaurants across 

US & Europe… we are the envy of many hotels 

and restaurant companies

Attracting staff from hotels & restaurants

Tuition Forgiveness Program (partnership with HR)

The Why... (job security, growth, benefits, work life balance, 

higher purpose)



Raising the bar…

• Focus on teaching staff

• Recipe database

• Appearance: Professional uniform standards

• In-room dining vs. cook serve vs. cook chill

• Patient rounding

• Menu & concept redesign



2022 Northwell Health Chefs Challenge

12th Annual Chefs Challenge 

held at Glen Cove Hospital

“This event is important because it highlights culinary excellence across 

Northwell and energizes all of our chefs and food and nutrition teams to 

bring their best.” – Sven Gierlinger, SVP, Chief Experience Officer

2023 highlights include:

• Celebrity guest judge, Chef David Burke 

• Introduction of a Prize Package 

• Senior leadership attendance

Congratulations to the winning teams!

• First Place: Northern Westchester Hospital 

• Second Place: Huntington Hospital

• Third Place: Staten Island University Hospital, Prince’s Bay 



Clinical Nutrition: An Evidence-based Approach

Aligned clinical nutritionists/RDs under system leader

Inpatient Focus

•Standardization 

•Quality & Regulatory 
Compliance

•Top Projects: 
Malnutrition & Liver 
Frailty Testing

Outpatient &     
Ambulatory Care

•Billing and 
Reimbursement

•Transitions of Care

•Standardization of care 
in specialty areas

Community 
Outreach

•Wellness on Wheels

•Health Screenings

•Healthy Store 
Initiatives

•Grocery Store Tours

Homecare

•Retaining patients for 
post-acute nutrition 
support 

•Focus on Region Care

Education

•Partnership with 
Medical Education

•Partnership with 
Northwell Zucker 
SOM



Teaching Kitchens

• 80+ Teaching Kitchens in 2022

• Northwell is active member of Teaching 

Kitchen Collaborative 

• Healthy Choice Recipe Database
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Focus on 
Community & Sustainability
• Farming – Supporting Local

• Queens County Farm & Museum Partnership 

Agreement

 QCFM is one of the longest continually farmed sites in New York State. The farm’s 47-

acre historic site has produced food and fed New Yorkers for over three centuries.

• The Center for Discovery, Harris NY

• Harlem Grown

• Food & Nutrition Sustainability Committee 

• Educational Supermarket Tours & Teaching Kitchen 

Partnership with Gala Foods



Outcomes: Northwell Health Inpatient ‘Quality of the Food’ 

73% of Northwell adult 

hospitals rank in the top 

quartile 

7 Northwell hospitals are 

achieving the 90th

percentile or higher 
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What Patients are Saying Now…
The Impact on Healing

Each order appears to be individually prepared and served in a fashion more reminiscent of 

a fine hotel’s room service than a hospital.

In these difficult times, seeing the time and care placed in patient food services translates 

to a patient. We are stuck here to recover and sustenance plays an important role.

All of the people who prepared and delivered my meals over the last four months created an 

experience that I looked forward to each day. It can only be summed up as excellence.

Being in a hospital is never an enjoyable experience- but your caring meal preparation was 

the highlight of my stay.

I am so grateful for the healthy, delicious and well-prepared meals during my stay. The 

impeccable service of the staff was first class to say the least.

You should be proud of the staff and know that their smiles and compassion contributed to 

a successful recovery.

I was just so thrilled with everything that I didn’t even remember that I was in pain and not 

feeling well.“
“
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We value feedback in real time…



Making National News today



What’s next…
• Getting to the 90th %ile System-wide

• Continue to elevate and foster Chef Talent & Nutrition 

Services

• Building State of the Art Teaching Kitchen and Rooftop 

Produce Farm
(Chefs, Employees & Communities)

• Food as Health – addressing food insecurities, 

Community & Population Health Collaboration 

• Sustainability, waste reduction & cost control

• “Eating Well Made Easy” Cooking Series on The Well & 

The Northwell Cookbook

• Culinary Medicine Certification for Food & Nutrition 

Staff

• Promoting our new brand, standard and commitment 

to F&N excellence…
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Thank you...
Questions?
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